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Red Lights, City Lights
Tokyo Still Life and
Birmingham, lkon Gallery
Artists thrive on the urban experience. ln a major city there's
enough happening on studio
doorsteps to keep them going for
a lifetime, especially if it's people
that they're interested in. The
lkon Gallery has just held two

consecutive exhibitions,'Tokyo
Still Life' and 'Birmingham', in
which the city was the theme.
The exhibitions were similar in

subject and design but their content was then shown in the same type
was entirely different. This wasn't of institution from which it had
simply because the cities are differ- been rejected many decades earent, it was also because the lives of lier. As rejection was built into the
their inhabitants were approached original, its subsequent accepfrom completely different angles.
tance simply aestheticised it. The
same mistake was happening
ln the first exhibition the city was here. The material was being
seen through the camera lens of given iconic status because it
Nobuyoshi Araki, a prolific and com- had been introduced into a conpulsive recorder of the inner suburbs text where it was not usually to be
of Tokyo. There were many lyrical found. ln the average porn magaphotographs of female nudes set in zine (where some of
had
the context of city interiors and a already been published) it would
group of rich and colourful quasi- have gone unnoticed. Though
erotic close-ups of flower heads. But only in Japan, I suspect, would
the show was dominated by the you find an image of the brothel's
rooms that contained rank upon rank pet snail negotiating the tip of a
of small black and white photographs customer's erect penis.
of the seedier side of Tokyo, including of course a brothel scene or two. The gallery was at pains to
emphasise the anti-aesthetic
There's nothing new in this. Aftists nature of Araki's practice, his
were hiring prostitutes as models empathic relationship with his
long before the Monmartre days of environment (he uses his camera
the lmpressionists. What was differ- as his eyes) and his sympathetic
ent here was the explicitly sexual relationship with his prostitute
nature of the imagery. lt caused a bit friends. The validity of an antiof a furore in the local press even aesthetic position is by definition
though Araki had surrounded these extremely ditficult to measure. An
scenes with innocuous shots of the obsessive attachment to a particstreets and passers by. This was ular subject is probably not the
meant to contextualize them on an best yardstick. Volume is often
'it's all paft of life's rich pattern' basis, pointed to as proof of worth and
but an image of a chained up bicycle conviction. That was also the
is always likely to be less attention- case here. Araki's remarkable
grabbing than its sexually explicit feat of getting through sixty rolls
counterpart. One could understand of film in just a few days was
the unease of local worthies about referred to in the gallery notes.
this material and share it to some But volume is not synonymous
degree, not on the grounds that it with quality. ln this instance a
might deprave and corrupt but simply huge number of black and white
because it might not be art.
photographs were tiled on the
walls in large rectangular disIt's important of course not to be plays. Unfortunately many of the
prudish but there's something sus- photographs were ordinary and
pect about a photograph that would dull. They didn't have sufficient
be regarded as straight-forward clout to contain, complement or
pornography if it were found on the integrate with the brothel scenes
internet but is considered to be art that were mixed in with them.
when it's on a gallery wall. The These were left exposed in gratuprecedent for this rise in status was itous isolation. Had there been
set in a very different contelt in the greater integration, the 'all human
1950's when Duchamp's lost urinal life is there' context would have
was reconstituted in a limited edition. been more convincingly estabOvernight his ironic gesture was con- lished.
vefted into an iconic object, which

it
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The gallery information sheet put a
spin on the explicit material by
emphasising the cultural differences in eastern and western attitudes to sex. Japanese wood-block
prints were referred
as
antecedents. This made sense in
relation to Araki's kimono-clad
bondage images but in traditional
Japanese printmaking there has
always been an emphasis on the
formal qualities of works irrespective of their subject matter. Araki
seemed to be turning his back on
this in the more documentary shots
of the brothels in order to gain
greater empathy with the subject.
But there was a degree of selfindulgence in this work that was at
odds with the austerity of the pho-

to

tographs

of ordinary life.

Consequently what he was creating was a voyeuristic diversion, a
curiosity which caused eyebrows to
be raised, throats to be cleared
and, it seems, the Tokyo customs
officials to go on red alert in anticipation of his return.

The show that

followed,
'Birmingham', was a quiet atfair in
comparison. lt's one thing to be
obsessed with recording your own
city and quite another to drum up a
bit of enthusiasm for one you hardly know. Good clean fun and lashings of peace and harmony were
the unfortunate consequences in a
show that wasn't short on talent but
certainly was on content. Perhaps
the title was a touch too all-embracing for the artists because that was
about as near as any of them got to
the heart of the matter. The lkon
had assembled a group of 'five
prominent artists from around the
world'to tackle the project. One of
them, Gillian Wearing was
Birmingham born, the rest came
from Mexico, Belgium, France and
exhibition
Switzerland.
received enthusiastic backing from
the Swiss government to mark the
UN's Year of Dialogue 2001 and
there was a long list of distinguished and ordinary people without whom it would never have hap-
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pened. Clare Short was there to
open it (what a shame she wasn't
invited to open the Tokyo show as
well). All this effort and international
co-operation should by rights have
given us a fascinating exhibition, but
unfortunately it didn't.

It's almost as if the artists had
agreed beforehand not to rock the
boat Araki-style because there was
an uncanny uniformity of approach
throughout. Tiled installations of
poster-size photographs and wallsize videos predominated. People
were portrayed, some active, some
passive, some in slow motion, some
entirely still but without the
Birmingham context seeming to
make any difference. lt might just as
well have been any set of competent
images of any group of ordinary
enough youngsters disco-ing, sitting, smiling, standing, (and pushing
and pulling in Francis Alys's slow
motion scrum) anywhere in the
world.

ln

'Birmingham Portraits', for

instance, Beat Streuliposed his subjects in such a way that their urban
context blurred into insignificance.
He concentrated on showing the
ethnic mix that you can find in most
British cities today but the images
were homogenised by the standard
formula that he adopted. They had
the look of those displays that you
might see in a college brochure or a
stand at a promotional fair. Fine in
the NEC, strangely bland in the lkon.

At first sight (of the title at least)
Francis Alys and Rafael Ortega's
Riofs 1' appeared to be addressing
an urban issue head on. The video
slow-motion struggle
showed
enacted by a group of volunteers.
But they didn't do it well enough for
us, the audience, to connect with the
material even on the level of simple
drama. lt was more like a battle of
the extras than a battle of the streets
and there was no Hollywood production team to tighten things up and
make it at least credible. Art of

a

course doesn't need, indeed doesn't want Hollywood production
methods but anybody wondering
what video art might require

instead, would have

to seek

an

answer elsewhere.

A video with artistic ambitions can't
depend on the narrative form with
its slow beginnings and climactic
endings. People are likely to miss
these as they wander through the
galleries. But it should have a middle that they can get their teeth into
and this shouldn't inevitably be in
documentary form. But Pierre
Huyghe's'Concrete Requiem' was
just that. The video contained some
grainy footage of a day in the life of
the concrete jungle that was previously the Bull Ring Shopping
Centre. The documentary material
was interspersed with longer takes
of such visual curiosities as a pinball machine and the architect's
model of the new development, but
all this was eclipsed by the rather
good sound track. lt was made in
collaboration with James Bentley
and the Birmingham Chamber
Music Group and its professionalism was an object lesson in how to
do something properly that only you
can do.
Gillian Wearing's take on the Broad
St disco scene had suffered the fate
of many a video installation before
it, as only two of the screens were
working. This seemed like a strange
twist of fate when the realthing was
only fifty yards away. The technical
hazards of lens-based media can
be a formidable barrier to artistic
expression. This didn't prevent
Mark Dean from pulling off something that was as satisfying to watch
as anything you are likely to see in
this medium. lt was an extra item
that could be seen over the summer
in the first floor events room. lt consisted of video loops of familiar
sequences from Hitchcock's 'The
Birds'. lt had been slowed down to
such a degree that the hackneyed
Page
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melodrama became a bizarre, disjointed ballet. lt was funny, it was
interesting and it exploited a technical aspect of film in a way that
even Hitchcock with his impeccable sense of timing could never
have anticipated.

What it showed was that a work of
art needn't be unduly esoteric or
cliched or any of the other things
that Araki was also anxious to
avoid. He would claim that the
intensity of his involvement with
Tokyo allowed him to manage without such things. lt was their passing acquaintance with the host city
that was the undoing of the international line-up in Birmingham.
Perhaps both exhibitions might
have been improved if the aftists
had spent less time behind the
camera and more time in the editing room.
Peter McCafthy

Tamara De Lempicka:
A Life Of Deco And Decadence

Laura Claridge
The format and production values
of 'Tamara de Lempicka'are good-

as would be

expected

of

Bloomsbury publishers, the stan-

dard of text setting better than
much of what readers generally
encounter these days.
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spent a large part of her life swanning around with fashionable people
in fashionable places. She realised
early on that the artist who spent too
much time in her studio was unlikely to make much money out of art.
So, long before Warhol, she sought
fame through celebrity status,
throwing vast pafties, cultivating the
rich and the influential. lt worked for
a time but like so many of that era,
her life and career were marked first
by the ,Russian Revolution and then
the rise of Fascism.
Claridge has burrowed away for five
years to reveal all and give Tamara
de Lempicka's life shape. lt was a
task that was needed for few knew
much about her, as she was not an
avant-garde artist she rarely featured in general histories and dictionaries of modern art. ln fact she
became an artist out of necessity.
Born (circa 1895/98, even her date
of birth is questionable) and brought
up in Russia, of Polish descent, with
Jewish ancestry, she had an
indulged upper-class childhood,
married young, probably as a result
of pregnancy, a handsome but indolent lawyer. Come the Revolution in
1917, with the loss of virtually everything, she capitalised in the 1920s
on her one talent and became an
artist after some perfunctory instruction. Her frequent visits as an adolescent to museums and galleries
(with mother) had provided her with
some familiarity with the Old
Masters. Combined with her new
career in Paris she became a
femme fatale, sniffing cocaine,
drinking heavily, frequenting dissolute habitues as well as the most
fashionable, suffering periodic bouts
of severe depression, and an

The fourteen chapters that make
up this book reveal Tamara de
Lempicka to be a larger than life
figure, who cultivated a mystery
through deception, but whose life
was full of intriguing events. That
she was talented, outrageous and
impossible emerges from this insatiable smoker all her life. ln
book. A dominant, self-willed, vittu- short she became paft of the wild
ally unlovable creature at times, yet set of the twenties. Snobbish, preas she got older strangely vulnerable, she became a legend in her
own lifetime, dying in 1980 in her
early eighties. Painting was all to
her she would claim and yet she
Page 2

tentious, for ever right whatever the
circumstances, constantly battling
with her daughter she virtually
neglected as a child but loved
intensely, always wanting to control,
she became a parody of a neglect-
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ed movie queen, She never

did

understand how her first husband,
and love of her life, could possibly
leave her, as he did in the late 20s,
even after her rather public affair
with D'Annunzio, even though, in
this instance, she didn't succumb to
his advances. This, at least, seems
to have emerged from the letters
exchanged, one of the few
instances of written evidence. Her
second marriage (one of convenience) in the late thirties to Baron
Kuffner gave her enough wealth
and independence to visit fashionable places and engage in as many
liaisons as she wished.

Allthis information can be extracted
from this book and much more, as
her stay in Hollywood in the early
forties, her move to New York just
as Pollock and others hit the scene,
and her declining years spent in
Houston and Mexico with her
daughter and grandchildren show.
Her stay in America from the late
thifties onwards did not prevent
many months each year being
spent in Europe when circum-

stances permitted. This was a
strong matriarchal line from grandmother, mother, de Lempicka herself, daughter and granddaughters,
all in succession seeking to impose
themselves on each generation.
Her sister too established herself in
France as a well known avantgarde architect. Yet any notion of
feminism was regarded with suspicion, although throughout her life
she used her feminine charms to
achieve her goals. lntelligent, her
poor education was compensated
by a knowledge of the ways of the
world, and the ability to speak several languages and write them
badly. There is therefore little written material to which the author
could turn to support the great number of anecdotal accounts, and this
handicapped the author in search
for verification.
One should be pleased that someone has attempted to disentangle
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the de Lempicka mythologies. That
the work should have taken five
years even with two research students 'aiding and abetting' is not
surprising, considering the artist's
ambiguities. The author has managed to track down surviving
acquaintances and family to structure the various phases of her life:
the Russian/Polish years, the
French years and lastly the
American years. One is not completely comfortable with the
the
some
authenticity
accounts as they lack corroboration but one does not doubt the
thoroughness of the detection. De
Lempicka was a spin- doctor,
ceaselessly promoting herself and
her art as she understood that
scandaland headlines was the way
to get known. She was an oddity in
many ways coming as she did from
an upper-class Polish family and
after losing all in the Russian
Revolution, resolved never to suffer poverty again. Her dislike of
Communism and Fascism and her
enjoyment of high society puts her
at odds with the usual modernist
painter who embraced radical
causes. That she was imperious
and autocratic is made clear but
these qualities were the ones she
considered necessary to survive,
as she was determined to do
through her aft.

of

of

a French art dealer,
who in the early 70s was PaftlY
instrumental in the Art Deco
revival who saw her work as an
intrinsic part of that style. The second world war and the move to
America led to an eclipse of any
reputation she had made. lt took
the decade of the 1970s for her
work to become better known, after
three decades of virtual neglect.
Shortly after her death in 1980 she
became something of a cult figure
with Jack Nicolson and Madonna
among others buying her work,
which reached high prices, some
fetching over two million dollars.

Portrait' 1929, where the image of
the emancipated woman complete
with goggles sits in a Bugatti. Much
of her work of this period, often
painted in oils on panels is a halfway house between Renaissance
imagery, such as the entwined figures of a Signorelli and a softened
Cubist vocabulary. She had competence in her rendering of figures,
endorsing the smooth finish of an
lngres but using rounded cubist
forms as background.
The text at times lacks rigor, and in
places is almost journalese. There
is a shortage of informed analysis
and the narrative seems almost
trivial in places with limited evaluation of the evidence presented.
Claridge argues for de Lempicka to
be accepted in the cannon of twentieth century art in one of the better
written chapters. That she is a stylish painter there is not much doubt
and the twelve colour reproductions contained in the book that
cover the years from 1925 -1960
bring this out. That she is part of
the Art Deco scene again cannot
be questioned. This is where she
fits in and where she will remain in
terms of reputation, for her work
captures something of the glamour
and recklessness of that era. Her
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still life and palette paintings
together with her social conscience ones add different qualities to her oeuvre of over 500
works, and show that she went on
painting consistently, even after
the heady years of the twenties
and thirties, where her brilliance
lies.

This book lacks the knowledge
and expertise of an aft historian
but one should be grateful that the
author has teased and straightened out some of the myths. lt is a
good first biography of a compara-

tively little known artist who is
gaining recognition and will provide the basis, in conjunction with
Blondel's recently published catalogue raisonne, for a more scholarly version in years to come. ln
the meantime if you want to know
about de Lempicka's life in any
detail you will have to read this
book.
Bloomsbury 1999
436 Pages, 74 lllustrations ( 14 in colour)
Hardback

Price t25.00
tsBN 07475 4880 3
Dave Phillips

It was Blondel,

Her work that captures the essence

of

Art-Deco

is seen in

'Auto-

Mark Tilley

review on page

1 1
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Painting Properly
There is an assumption amongst
the general public that avantgarde artists work the way they
do because they don't possess
the ability to paint properly.
lnvariably when asked to show
where the art of our time might
truly lie, they will point towards
work that demonstrates traditional skills usually within an observational framework. This definition of what constitutes proper
painting is a narrow one, so narrow in fact that it would make at
least half of the current crop of
leading painters redundant
overnight.

Anyone who has ever taught
drawing and painting will have
some sympathy with the argument that the type of observational skill that Jenny Saville possesses is important, but it's not
everything and in some circumstances it might not be very much
at all. This would be a situation
where concept and intention
demand more than just the correct alignment and distribution of
well-observed form. Paintings in
which these latter concerns are
more important will tend towards
traditional areas of interest. This
doesn't necessarily prevent them
from being as full of vitality as
anything we might come across
on the walls of the Saatchi
Gallery. Jenny Saville's work testifies to that. But Lucien Freud
and Paula Rego are probably
better-known exponents of the
well-observed human form. Not
surprisingly they are firmly
the
entrenched
Marlborough Gallery's camp.
Rego uses the same model over
and over again to play the disturbed adolescents and frantic
ballerinas that people her disturbing works. Freud on the other
hand, favours variety in his models even though he is engaged in

within
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repeating the same familiar exercise. Flesh is always the subject of

and original technique for han-

Bowery's ample form billowing

What Pollock was doing influ-

across the canvas in one recent set
of large, impressive canvases.

enced the strategy of many other
abstract painters, but as a personal methodology it was itself
shaped by the inherent demands
of Modernism. A movement that
valued or rather required innovation was unlikely to tolerate continuity. This applied to handling just
as much as subject-matter long
before the two things became
fused in Pollock's important drip
series. Even at the deeply conservative Kansas City Art lnstitute,
Pollock was able to recognise that
what his teacher William Hart
Benton was advocating was
anachronistic and irrelevant.
Pollock's subsequent development in New York represented the
liberation of his practice from the
parochial to the sublime via the
gateway of Modernism.

his work, with the late Leigh

to an older
generation that was able to fall back
on the tradition of representational
accuracy. Freud had in fact never
deserted it, but he was till recently
something of a lone figure. His popular and critical success in the
1990s must have surprised him as
much as it surprised everyone else,
but it didn't trigger off the stampede
of imitators that it might have done.
The explanation for this is of course
rooted in Modernism, a movement
which if we include lmpressionism
at its source (and we should) went
on for at least a hundred years.
During that time it fostered an array
of approaches that were as radical
as materials and media might allow
and as broad as aftists, critics and
audiences were able to tolerate.

These aftists belong

Within this melting pot there were
artists who would neither have flourished nor distinguished themselves
in more academic times. This has
always been a sore point with the
public. They were comfofted and
reassured for instance by the commonly held belief that Picasso
would have been able to draw and
paint 'properly' if he'd really wanted
to. This was regarded as the guarwork that
antee of authenticity
would otherwise have been treated
with suspicion. But this underpinning, which is undoubtedly there, as
it is later on in De Kooning, is only
relevant in so far as it represents the
particular door through which he
entered. Others chose entirely different routes. Pollock for example
was at first an indifferent draughtsman and a clumsy painter. This consideration and his strong vision and
great determination drove him to
find another means of expression,
one that bypassed traditional skillbased practice to such a degree
that it gave rise to an entirely new

in

dling paint.

The expansion of De Kooning's
practice followed a similar pattern
but within a more figurative framework. The craftsmanship of the
earlier work was replaced by a
type of handling that explored
alternative methods of practice.

The art-loving public liked

it

because they had developed a
taste for expressionistic brushwork through familiarity with several of the more impoftant movements of the 20th Century. They
had a context in which to appreciate its particular aesthetic. Before
Modernism provided spectators
with tools to measure such work
by, it was not quite so easy. We
are now better able to appreciate

that artist's skills might lie

as
much in marshalling their forces
as demonstrating their virtuosity.
This has effectively demoted virtuosic practice from something
that was previously essential to
something that is now an option. lt
is ditficult to see how the ambitions of an artist might be contained by such familiar tasks as
say portraiture when the lid has

Feature

Feature

Feature

been blown off mimetic skills. lt isn't
simply that irony has crept into the
framework or that abstraction has
replaced illusionism, it is more a
matter of viability. Things have
become strange indeed when
someone's unmade bed can be put
forward as a serious contender for
a major art award and almost win.
But whether we like it or not, this is
the context in which the evaluation
traditional practice now takes
place.

of

The situation might seem

more
palatable if we were to see it as one
in which opportunities for expression have broadened out. There
was something choking and stifling
about an insistence on mechanical
accuracy. lt blunted the ambitions
of whole generations of long-suffering art students. lt was why the system of art education was changed
in the first place. The pioneering
zeal of the advocates of change
dragged the whole thing too far in
the other direction until skill became
a dirty word. This only reflected
what was happening outside the
world
art education where
Greenburg in particular was championing an anti-illusionistic reductionism that required painting to
become an exclusively abstract
undertaking. Several generations of
art college staff followed his lead
without causing too much harm but
without doing too much good either.
There was however a strong nucleus of others who had always gone
their own way by encouraging a
broad spectrum of procedures and
objectives that were not deemed as
appropriate. This extended both to
traditional practices that were skilful
in their own right without being
exclusive to the application of oil on
canvas - such things as stencilling,
stitching, sticking, screening, collaging, frottaging, transcribing, and
appropriating imagery from here,
there and just about anywhere.

of
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sible existence of what he described
as old-fashioned notions of how an
artist might operate. A month or two
later he seemed to be shifting his
ground and admiring artists who
were exhibiting these very same
skills. But there was no need to
worry. lt turned out that they were
modern old-fashioned skills, the soft
that simulate rather than represent.
There's a big difference. lt's the
polar opposite
Brian Sewell's
position. He has complained consistently in the Evening Standard about
the lack of basic ability of virtually
every candidate that's been put forward for the Turner prize. He does
have a point. ln their different ways
they both betray the narrowness of
their entirely opposite positions.
What's encouraging about the current state of art is that artists are no
longer prepared to be bullied into a
polarised contest between traditional painterly skills and esoteric contemporary practice.

ol

It is purely coincidental, for instance,

that Lucien Freud's stylistic reference point corresponds with figuration's traditional alignment with the
real world. What it really represents
is a deliberate act of defiance in the
face of the type of narrow cultural
imperative that Januzcak's position
represents. Much has been made of
the care that Freud takes in choosing his subjects. This and his habit of
concentrating on the fleshiness of
his nude sitters is seen as the defining characteristic of his work - his
postmodernist foible one might even
say. But this would be wrong.
Anselm Kiefer or Gerhard Richter
are much more typically postmodern
in that they exploit the freedoms that
Postmodernism allows. They use
the deconstructed residue of modernist obsessions and procedures to
their own advantage. Their use of
figurative conventions matured and

blossomed

Feature

Feature

stances that bypassed

both
Modernism and Postmodernism. ln

spite of this isolation the work
steadily improved after 1982. The
audience for his work also grew
exponentially, not because he held
to truer values, but because postmodernist liberalism allowed

a

revisitation and re-evaluation of the
nature of his obsession without the
need to seek a modernist explanation for the quality of his work. His
use of a familiar paradigm no
longer required special pleading
but could be seen instead as the
exercise of the right to define painting in whatever way one might
choose. That this definition might
be at odds with the figurative mainstream should be seen not as a
vice but a virtue.

Januzcak may be right to suggest
that we have lost the ability to see
image-making as a clearly defined
set of procedures through which
the artist can transform ordinariness into the magic of art. lt is not
so much that this is old-fashioned
more that it is an optional extra
which many artists choose not to
take up. Drawing correctly and
painting properly is just about as
relevant today as talking posh once

was on the BBC. Nowadays

it

depends much more on where you
are coming from, what your objectives are and what you have to say.
It's a healthier situation by far.
Peter McCafthy

in the context of

Postmodernism, where borrowing
and ironic reference were valued as
Not so long ago in an article in the creative strategies. Lucien Freud's
Sunday Times Valdemar Januzcak work on the other hand grew and
apologised for referring to the pos- blossomed in isolated circum-

Mark Tilley
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Ben Nicholson:
The Vicious Gircles Of His Life
And Art
Sarah Jane Checkland

This is a well-produced book but
one would like to have seen more
photographs to illustrate the text.
The design of the cover with a
photograph of a seated, half-turning, serious but youngish
Nicholson, complete with beret
and targeted with a circle as if in a
Bond like movie (but also featuring
a major motif of his work) is that of
the author. The subtitle 'Vicious
Circles of his Life and Aft'collaged
onto the photograph sets the tone
of the book. For this biography is
no eulogy, for expediency and
deviancy and much else, as seen
as such by the author, is not overlooked. She does not hesitate to
deflate 'genius' by exposing the
frailties of luminaries like Henry
Moore and Herbert Read, for
example, as well as Hepworth.
She includes accounts of artists
who impinge on Nicholson's life,
such as Braque, Mondrian, Gabo,
Wallis, Nash and Wood among
others seeing them as contradictory personalities, as was his. There
is a lightness of touch but the
observations at times can be
acute. She sees Nicholson as an
arch manipulator and provides evidence to support her view. His
wish to destroy letters later in life
(he having been a prolific letter
writer) she sees as a failure of
nerve and a cover up even though
he might have had good reason.
She provides useful thumbnail
sketches of the ideas and work of
other aftists and even art movements with the addition of the
social context as necessary.
The extensive notes show how
much work has gone into this book
with interviews of suwiving aftists,
patrons, friends and relatives,
(although a note of dissatisfaction
Page 6

creeps in as she feels she has been

thwarted by some who were
adverse to a biography, including

Nicholson himself), that go lar
beyond academic conventions. Yet
one gets the impression that there is
a great deal more to be said about
her subject but that she has been
denied access to letters and suchlike. So although Nicholson has
been put into context and the major
factors considered, there is a thinness at times in the text, where he is
concerned, for she has been
starved, it seems at times, of pertinent material. What then does she
say of Nicholson's life itself?
That her subject is a complex one
goes without saying and she recognises his status as one of England's
outstanding and successful artists,
with his work fetching over a million
pounds on occasions. His tally of
wives, mistresses and menages a

trois could almost equal that of
Picasso, but not quite. lt is a rich
picking for those interested in salacious gossip but Checkland handles
it with some discretion, without concealing the pain inflicted on those
involved, including Nicholson himself. So the two major threads that
run through this book are his personal life involving some six women,
six children and many changes of
residence and his struggle to establish abstract aft as a serious idiom in
this country, and his own major position in it. lt makes for fascinating
reading and the author, as someone
with an art background is able to
handle both aspects with conviction.
Checkland presents the material in
four parts and the very titles are
indicative of the approach she
employs: 'Lost Boy' which reaches
to the 1930s, through his childhood,
his year or so at the Slade, his trip to
America, the death of his mother
Mabel from Spanish flu, the marriage of his father to Nicholson's first
love and that of his sister to Robeft
Graves and the death of his brother
in the trenches, his marriage to
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Winifred Roberts (a painter in her
own right), who had money and
aristocratic connections, the bifth of
his three children, his stay in Paris
and his acceptance of Christian
Science as a source of ideas and a
comfort; 'Master of His Art' covers
the thirties, a critical period where in
London he established his reputa-

tion as a leading figure in

the

English art world with his original

abstract work, his liasion with

I

Barbara Hepworth, marriage and
triplets, his involvement with groups
and associations; 'King Penguin'
reaches into the mid{ifties from his
departure to St lves to escape the
London bombing in 1940 and his
establishment as an internationally
known artist, his love for Rhoda, a
married woman (who resisted the
opportunity to live with him and later
regretted it), and separation from
Hepworth, who emotionally never
recovered, he being the love of her
life; and'Prophet Abroad' describes
his stay in Switzerland from the late
1950s with his new wife Felicitas
Vogler who he had known for six

weeks before marrying her,

his

return to Cambridge in 1971 and
love of yet another married woman
and his eventual home in London in
1974, until his death with his gradual deterioration, much troubled by
eye problems. lt was indeed a complex and varied life, one of consid-

erable struggle and

courage,
changing venues, fluctuating relationships and fortunes both personaland professional.

Checkland having structured the
book into four parts brings out certain factors that run through his life
and his art. She emphasises his
serious interest in Christian Science
and how it played a part in the thinking behind his art. What is also highlighted was Nicholson's feruent
belief in abstract art and his determination to establish it as a serious
endeavour in the consciousness of
English critics and the general public. He did this through writings and
art politics, particularly in the thirties
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but he was never didactic, possessing considerable charm and quirkiness, with his love of puns and puddings. His discovery of Alfred Wallis,

his f riendship with

Christopher

Wood, his support for Mondrian and
other countless crucial and critical
rnoments in his professional life
should not be overlooked and are
fully examined

Benjamin Lauder Nicholson was
born on the 10th April 1894 of
young upper class parents (his
father was only twenty-one), from a
cultured background, with Scottish
roots on his mother's side. He was
to die on the 6th February, 1982
nearly eighty-eight years old in a
house in Hampstead, oddly enough
cn the opposite side of the street he
rved in as a boy. Both parents were
artists and his father went on to
become a success as a society
painter having early in his career
shown signs of originality. Nicholson
went to The Slade and here his
career as an artist began in 1910, at
the age of sixteen. Shott of stature,
balding from an early age, asthmatic, he lacked drive and left in 191 1 .
The next few years he drifted but
once he discovered his meter in the
form of abstract art, nothing could
hold him back.

This is the story Checkland relates
and she has dug deep and produced a book that probes into the
minutiae of Nicholson's life to get at
the truth. She writes with humour
and is never reluctant to otfer an
opinion, so the text is lively and perceptive. For those interested in 20th
century English art this is a book
worth buying for that special occasion and it goes without saying that
all good art libraries should get a
copy.
John Murray,2000
Hardback, 486 pages, 38 illustrations (none
in colour), t25.00
tsBN 0-7195-5456 X

Dave Phillips
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Picasso: The ltalian Journey
1917 -1924
Jean Clair (Editor)

'Picasso: The ltalian Journey 191724'teases out even more minutiae,
than known previously, relating to
Picasso's 1917ltalian visit and its

This is a handsome book by any
standards, well proportioned (30 x
20 cm) and not too expensive for

subsequent effect, correcting errors,
confirming suppositions, filling in
gaps, offering new insights into his
ideas and working methods. The
book is a work of scholarship, unfortunately flawed by its lack of synthesis and coherence. lt is a great
pity. Some of the material discussed
overlaps and is even contradictory.
Jean Clair, the editor, has assembled a fascinating book in some
respects, but failed to bring it
together. Where ten scholars are
involved it clearly needed some
control and discipline. lndeed his
essay written in the most flowery
way is the least appetising "lmagine
Picasso, arriving in Venice in 1917,
passing by the Customs Point - the
geometric intersection point of the
archipelago's principal lines, almost
its center of gravity" and so on. This
is fiction disguised as scholarship
where his style reaches absurdity,
and as Conservateur General du
Patromonie Charge du Musee
Picasso, one feels he needs to get
his feet on the ground. There is too
much of this sort of writing, which
although supported by endnotes to
give it scholarly wofth, seems slop-

what it offers, with 550 illustrations,
fortunately with dimensions given,
as some small sketches are juxtaposed with large works, of which
300 are in acceptable colour.
Printed in ltaly on the occasion of an
exhibition at the Palazzo Grassi,
Venice two years ago, it features
R4 New Matt Satin 1509/n2 paper,
manufactured by Cartiere Burgo
pleasure to handle,
which is
although weighty. Oddly enough,
virtually the first and last two words
(occasion and manufactured) have
been overlooked by the proof reader, whereas the rest of the text
seems error free. This is the more
surprising considering the ten
essays comprising eighty pages,
complete with a barrage of notes for
each, twenty-two pages of documentary sequences, sixteen pages
of selected critical writings, sixteen
pages of selective chronology, four
pages of biographical data, three
pages of a selective bibliography,
an index of names of four pages,
and four further pages of authors
and works, all of which constitute
the book are translated from
Spanish, French, German, and
Italian.

a

An exhibition and book of

this
nature can only now be mounted
with the goodwill and co-operation
of innumerable museums, collectors
and scholars. ln the last few years
there has been a spate of such exhibitions devoted to Picasso, as if he
is an inexhaustible well: Picasso
and the War Years 1937-45;
Picasso and Portraiture; Picasso's
Picasso and
Ceramics;
Photography; the Picasso Project;
and the Picasso world now waits the
publication of the third volume of
John Richardson's monumental
biography.

pv.

The very title of the book itself could
be considered misleading. Picasso
was in ltaly, for just over two
months, not seven years. A better,
more accurate and topicaltitle could
have been 'The ltalian Connection'.
But, of course, the title echoes the
Italian journeys of Poussin (17th c)
and Corot (19thc), which changed
the direction of their art. The major
thesis of the book is that this happened to Picasso too, and that his
journey was a metaphoric one into
classicism. After his return from
Italy his Cubist work was complemented but not overwhelmed by a
continued on page 9
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so-called Classical period, which
lasted until 1924. lndeed, from
1917 he established his freedom of
style as seen in 'La Parade' itself,
with the cuftain depicting seven figures and a girl on a horse, framed
by huge Baroque billowing curtains,
while on stage his Managers, tall
billboard figures designed in the
Cubist idiom shuffled around the

stage, when it opened in Paris in
May. Certainly, huge formalised
women in classic garb disport
themselves in his imagery over the
next few years, complete with the
trappings of antiquity, as in 'La
Source' of 1921 (Stockholm) or
Seated Woman with Chemise 1923
(Tate Modern). The case seems

proven

in part, (although

one
should not overlook the classicism

filtered through lngres), even

if
Picasso ,when visiting ltaly again in
1949, was to deny he had ever
been there before. This time the
artist was wrong, and the fascinating material, photographic and otherwise, contained in this book
proves without doubt his memory
was at fault. Thank goodness for
art-historians that they can recreate
the past in an objective fashion. Of
course, it could be that Picasso, in
his own humourous way, was making a point that he thought that the
critics over the years had exaggerated the influence of 'classic art'on
his development.

There are three major facets to this
book: a detailed consideration of
his time in ltaly with Cocteau,
Stravinsky, Diaghilev, Massine
working on 'L Parade', where he
visited Rome, Naples, Pompeii,
Florence and Milan, meeting various artists, such as Canudo,
Depardo, and Balla, aftists including Olga Koklova, who the following
year was to become his wife; an
examination of the iconography of
Harlequin throughout his oeuvre
with the impact of the ltalian experience being highlighted; an analysis
of his work as a set designer on the
six modern ballet, operetta and

dance pieces with which he was
concerned over these years, taking
him as it did from the privacy of the
studio into the public domain; and
not least the development of his art
through these years, as seen in the
illustrations.

Some

of the

documentation is
revealing, and it was lucky that
Picasso was such a hoarder, as in

the case of the

photographic
record of his visit to Pompeii and
Roman antiquities; his sketchbook
of his visit of 92 pages (containing
only 37 drawings) with photographs and other material tucked
in it, and only published in 1996;
the Polunin Album with twentythree photographs of his work in
London in 1919; the Napoleon lll
fountain in Fontainbleau where he
lived in 1921 identified as that
which features in'Three Women at
the Spring' ,1921 (Picasso
Museum); and not least a series of
photographs of Olga, which on the
back of one she wrote "Fond mem-

Sheila Millward
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ories of Rome and Paris 1917 from
Pavlouchka , and don't forget Olga
who cares for you very much. Who
neglects me loses me". ln June,
Picasso followed her to Madrid and
Barcelona, and the rest is history.
It is on the strength of the amassing
of such materialthat the book has its
greatest appeal. On balance, for any
self-respecting art library, its purchase is inevitable, inspite of the
reservations expressed above. lt
forms part of the current outpoudng
of data on Picasso and without it any
librarian would feel slightly uncomfortable. The consolation for the
expenditure will no doubt lie in its
use by staff and students alike as
they come to terms with the work of
the greatest artist of the last
century.
Thames And Hudson 1998
367 Pages, 550 lllustrations
(300 in colour)

Hardback
Price t36.00
lsBN 0-500-23759-X

review on page 11
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AMA's Annual Exhibition at
Warwick School.
This was a well hung exhibition utilising the space available to the full.
A variety of styles and subject matter is evident and no house style
discernable. The work of several
members is now immediately
recognisable, no longer necessitating a glance at the catalogue to
check the name - Helen Bone,
Anne Cole, Ann Power, Prue RoweEvans, Pat Carpenter, lnga
Harland, Nancy Upshall, Sheila
Millward, June Bryer, Marigold
MacGregor, Judith Hickling - among
others. What does this say. lt suggests that the adists have reached
a maturity, where their development
has a coherence and consistency,
and they are confident with the
product. lndeed their work is their
signature. This does not mean that
they are not continuously experimenting and searching but they do
so from a firm base. Within the confines of Leamington and the surrounding area thay have achieved
an aftistic personality and that can
be no bad thing. Some such as
Harland and Millward are extending
their remit, as seen in their work at
the Royal Academy this summer.
Dave Phillips

Gatrin Webster
Library Gallery, University of
Warwick.
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obseruation of nature to the realm
of the imagination.That which is
transient in nature, that which we

wish

to hold and remember

is
caught here with the same intensity
as memory. The vibrancy of the
surface, coupled with a generosity
of paint, knowing hand that
applies the sponges, the brushes,
the scrapping, creates a wonderful
sense of light whether minimal
white, or black and white or a full
chromatic orchestration. Our eye is
taken over, so that we enjoy the tactile qualities of material, marvel at
the colour, are absorbed by the
varieties of pictorial space, and
dance in this illusory world.

a

Yet it is not easy to achieve such
effects. Here though is an aftist who
clearly knows her way, not arguing
with self, but confident in her analysis. For these works are not specific sites but rather the accumulated
impressions of an analytic mind
passing through. So we are given
here glimpses of Rome, Paris,
Athens, Crete, Nice, her beloved
Wales, and many other places. All
these her restless, interpretative
mind has captured and each has a
place in the corpus of work. Yet
here, as this is a selective retrospective, one is also given an
oppoftunity to detect what is the
overriding vision that fuels her zeal.

What seems to emerge from her
early work through to her present is
the desire to marry the conceptual
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with that of traditional mark making.
Her goal is the breaking of frontiers
by co-opting these two traditions
through the use of the imagination.
To that extent she is an artist with a
mission.

Although rooted in Wales there is
not a hint of the parochial in her
work. There will be no holding her
back in any provincial coufi. A
Welsh painter she is locked into the
major thrusts of creative visualisation that
characterises lnternationalism. The
sheer scale and exuberance of her
larger work is overwhelming. The
animation of sudace and the creation of mystery in shapes that float
in a sea of colour, show the resolution of form and content. This gift,
and gift it is, coupled with commitment is apparent in the chronological unfolding of her work in this
exhibition.
This comes after her recent show in
Naples arranged by the British
Council. ln fact the list of her exhibitions suggest she is at a critical
point in her career. She has come
home briefly to reveal the fruits of
her labour. Soon, some discerning
aft dealer, critic or institution will be
banging on her door in recognition
that another Welsh painter of quality has emerged into the art firmament.
Dave Phillips

It might seem premature to hold a
retrospective of an artist at the age
of thirty-four. Yet the amount of work

produced so far with such variety

justifies the exhibition. The title
'Nocturnes' refers to recent paintings and also to the notion of her aft
having the evocative qualities of
music. Sister Wendy Beckett in her
1991 review thought she detected a
romantic wandering the landscape.
As such, it is this ability to create a
mythical and ethereal 'other' world
that transforms her painting from
Page 10

Sheila Millward

review on page 11
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This retrospective exhibition provides an opportunity to see the

Mark Tilley
Exhibition Solihull

Mark Tilley has produced work in
the last ten years that is startling,
arresting and not easy to forget. lt
takes your breath away in its audacity. These huge figures, larger than
life size, where hammered metal is
clearly evident, have been fabricated by the sweat of the brow. There
are no smooth sufaces as in mar-

ble, no density of matter as

in

bronze but pieces of thin steel have
been shaped to create figures that
seem oddly humble. There is nothing pretentious in his approach for
he has married the materials to the
form and the concept. Often he
seems concerned with the movement of forms in space as was
Boccioni
Gabo and 'Lady
Scurrying' or 'Canal Children' which
form part of his public art work
along the Coventry canal, are prime
examples.

or

Another aspect to his work as seen
in 'Veracity
is his concern with the
spherical which makes his work so
different, so contemporary. lt is his
determination to use thin sheets of
mild steel worked hot and transformed into 'flesh' that gives his
work distinctive quality. The
rotund buttock, the sagging stomach, the swelling breast have come
about by his mastery of the rounded
form that takes the work into the
regions of the gargantium explored
by Jenny Saville and Lucian Freud.
He is theirthree dimensional master
bringing into being structures where
space filters through the forms. By
so doing he creates figures which
seem, in spite of their size to be
strangely vulnerable, ripples of
unmanageable fat, ungainly gait,
precarious balance. There is an
enjoyment in the making with a
down to earth approach, the sense
of a recycling mode that appeals.
There is nothing effete or slick but
the honest work of an artist turned
craftsman ,that pleases us.

f

a

development and range of an artist
who started his career from an engineering background. There are full
figures, heads, maquettes, drawings, torsos and miscellaneous
work. Mark Tilley has moved away

from linear sculpture, as in his
delightful and humourous 'Love

Apple', consisting of Tesco shopping
trolleys transformed into a canopied
bed, to his current idiom. Other
examples of his work can be seen in
his life-size torso, which seem to be
a cross between the extravagant
sensuality of lndian temple art and
Greco/Roman models. The nineteen
metal and ceramic heads, on the
other hand, seen on a black wall

together with a chalk drawing is
something of an installation and
loom out of the dark ground like
phantoms of the night.

Mark Tilley is a comparatively new
talent on the art scene of the
Midlands. He has set himself a challenging task in his endeavour to
embrace the common place and
give it dignity. His work does not contain, the half truth, the hesitant
statement, the fudged intent but has
the vision of making something heroic from out of the ordinary.

Sheila Millward
Coventry Cathedral

The Millward exhibition

at
Coventry Cathedral was a tour de
force in its own right ('ArtSpace'
has commented on it before) but
equally it stands as a testimony to
the horror of the Holocaust. Each
generation and each community
needs a reminder that mankind
cannot afford to forget what lies
dormant in any fanatic, racial or
otherwise, the dangerous hatred
and sickness of mind that needs
to be controlled. So the
lnternational Tribunal at the
Hague where war criminals can
be apprehended and tried and
punished is a welcome development in the fight against the ambition of little men fuelled by avarice
and evil. The fact that this exhibition is to travelthe country and be
shown in our great cathedrals is
exactly what is needed and due
tribute should be made to the
artist, not only for the art itself, but
for the enormous amount of work
that goes with mounting such
exhibitions.
Dave Phillips

Dave Phillips

LSA Members Exhibition Opportunity
Loft Theatre
With the generous participation of the Loft Theatre, we are continuing
our programme of exhibitions to be held in the theatre's bar and foyer
by members of LSA.
Members who would like to be considered for an exhibition slot during
the next season ( Autumn 2001 - Spring 2OO2l are invited to submit up
to two pieces of work at 1.30pm on Sunday 23rd September at the
loft theatre, Victoria Colonnade, Leamington Spa, the work to be collected again at 2.30pm the same day.
Again we would like to thank the Loft for their continuing participation in
this excellent scheme.
Steve Phillips
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lmages of the Green Man,
Southtown Gallery, Gaia.

This was a fun exhibition and the
five artists, Carol Ballard, Colin
Dick, Tina Negus, Martin
Underwood, and Ruth Wylie
responded imaginatively to the
subject. Colin Dick, among others,
came dressed appropriately, and
set the right mood at the Opening.

The name, the Green

Man,

describes an image where a
human or animal face is closely
linked with leaves, or flowers or
fruit. Foliage often sprouts from
the mouth or ears, eyes, brows or
chin, or the whole visage may be
composed of leaves, forming a

leaf-mask. The image is an
ancient one and is found in
churches of all ages.
Dave Phillips

Pat Noble
The Loft Theatre
This was a show that revealed an
artist who has a great deal of talent in a traditional sense. Drawing
is one of her great gifts and there
was a lovely drawing exhibited.
But the major thrust of the work
here was abstract and the image
showed a relentless Pursuit to
make meaningful images. The
work with planes of colour that
had been worked and reworked,
scraped and lined and relined with
markings had the character of an
honest search in a world of infinite
possibilities. The paintings had
the character of objects that
looked slightly battered but had
been thought about and that was
their strength and intrigue.
Dave Phillips
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always in the background - even
when they inhabit the foreground.
Weirdly static. Stern not strong.
Weak predators. Hunting their own
extinction. These figures are male
by default - they are not encumThere is a tenseness to Fuller's bered by any graffiti-esque
painting, prevalent in both subject appendages or obvious signs of
matter and the painting style which, manhood: they are merely breastless. Odd to realize that without the
I would guess, attracts as many people as it repels. lt is not a retrospec- female figures the males would be
tive that one would describe as cosy undefined, indeterminate. Maybe
or homely, not even if one were a this is the point? Or is it because
Fuller feels that male sexuality canFuller devotee. lt challenges
not
be as easily reduced to school
lt
is
frustratsometimes disturbingly.
wall
symbolism as female sexualiing and almost, one feels, antagonistic: the perplexing grafting of the ty. Or worse: that this total absence
abstract and the figurative onto the lS the natural reduction of massame canvas, the neon/crayola culinity and all its appetites? lt is
clash of colours. Even the rough left to us, the viewer/voyeur to
treatment of the paint itself - the decide. Personally I find this unseemingly slapdash strokes, the manning of the male creatures
vicious scratching through of pig- within such obviously sexual scements - seems designed to unsettle narios very telling. Just who has
the viewer. Do such techniques clar- the sexual advantage here? Who
ify the subject matter, add another has the power? lt is the female who
dimension to our voyeuristic experi- has the sexual accoutrements to
ence or do they deliberately obfus- physically act - not the male.
cate matters? Create a psychological barrier? Despite the exhibition ln his exhibition blurb William
spanning 40 years of his career as a Packer describes Fuller's painted
professional artist, Martin Fuller world as "louche" but is this not gifting an undeserued glamour to this
seems hard to pin down.
disturbing universe? Louche might
The one constant is the subject mat- be the flattering head of the coin
ter of his work - the figure. ln partic- but the uglier tail is seedy and
ular, the female figure and all of it's squalid. I think these two poles repattendant social dynamics. Yet resent the Heaven and Hell of
Fuller's figures are curiously Fuller's work - two poles that are
stripped down, basic things. They not at all that far apart; their differseem to exist within a different evo- entiation solely dependent upon
lutionary chain to the rest of us. which side of the coin the 'cusThey are alien and oddly sexless. tomer' is predisposed to look upon.
No. Not sexless - de-sensualized. A And I choose my metaphor with
pair of crude, graffiti style breasts care. This is not a world in which,
differentiates female from male. lt is as Packer states, "the undeclared,
gender imagery at its most minimal. unspoken war between the sexes
ln fact these female figures are not is carried on", but a world in which
painted with breasts at all - they are heterosexual relations are reduced
painted with tits. There's a differ- to a sad mercantile bartering. A
ence. I don't think Fuller's work par- commercial transaction. lt is the
ticularly empowers or celebrates anti-romance of the market place.
And it is the buyer's market. Here
femininity or womanhood.
is where the real power lies. Here,
The other figures, presumably male in this world, is where the root (pun
though they feature no obvious male intended) of male sexuality and
attributes, remain shady characters, male sexual expression is groundMartin Fuller
A Retrospective Curated By
William Packer
Leamington Art Gallery And
Museum.
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ed, lt is this that defines the male
not the rough graffiti lines of a penis.
And yes it is reductive. ln a most
horrible way. But look at paintings

Rev
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Unfortunately this is not what
Stratford have achieved. Putting

an aft gallery exhibiting contemposuch as "The Contract", "The rary work in a Leisure Centre is to
Purchase", "The Agreement" and misunderstand the nature of art. lt
The Sale" and tell me I'm wrong. is not a leisure pursuit in a mindPerhaps Maftin Fuller is not so hard less physicalway if it is taken seriously and the location is unfortuto pin down after all.
nate to say the least. Stratford will
:he Maftin Fuller exhibition ran from gth June to have to rethink their policy for how22nd July 2001.
ever hard the staff work and the
exhibition policy is sound the setSteve Blake
ting puts allthe exhibitions held at
a severe disadvantage and make
them almost laughable. The show
of Guthrie, Golden And Webb is a
Art Galleries in Warwickshire
case in point. Webb's videos of
A Brief View Of Three Newly Designed
hats and birds and suitcases are
And Built
eye-catching
thoughtful
pieces and set up a host of interlf one were to make a comparison related meanings. A briefcase of
between the three galleries at art, images projected as to catch
Leamington Spa, Rugby and the flapping of wings that signify
Stratford upon Avon, and as such, travel caught on a video in a tent,
no doubt odious I would have to sixty characters in search of a play
come out in favour of Leamington and so on. Unfortunately such
Spa. Located next to the library, on analysis is ruined by the noise that
the ground floor it holds an excellent floats up from the cafe below.
programme of exhibitions. The only Guthrie's wind machines comfault is that the size of the temporary bined with the imagery projected
not large are ingenious and very convincing,
exhibition space
enough.
offering an unusual experience

and

is
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and a perception of how aft and
theatre can fuse, spoilt only by the
clatter below. Likewise Golden's
work is thought provoking and the
swinging door with all its associations most effective, with romance
and nostalgia forming part of the
viewing. All one can say is what a

pity a good exhibition can be

ruined and a Campaign needs to
be mounted to move the gallery to
a more appropriate place and
relinquish the space at the Leisure
centre to make room for more pure
leisure activities. Art deserves better treatment.

The same could not be said of
Rugby, for the gallery is located in
a striking new building in an appro-

priate setting being set in a library
context. suffers though from
being upstairs up in a building that
has curving walls but has greater
potential than Stratford. The exhibition programme is the present
weakness and it needs to align
itself more with the forwarding
looking policies of Leamington and
Stratford.

lt

David Phillips

LSA Open Exhibition Mon 3rd Nov - Fri 23rd Nov.
l-SA will be holding an open exhibition for practising members of LSA. This will be held in the Community Gallery in
Leamington Spa. This is a large gallery with adequate space, so all members are encouraged to submit recent work for
sale etc. An application form and individual invitation will be forwarded to each member in September with further

details.

LSA Open Exhibition for Members Only
Venue: Community Gallery: (Old Library gallery)
Dates of the actual exhibition: Mon. 3rd Nov - Fri 23rd Nov.
Submission days: Sat 27lh & Sun 28th Oct.
Selection and Hanging days: Mon 29th Oct - Thurs 1st Nov.
Private View: Fri 9th Nov 7.30
Eligibility: all LSA members any media.
Entry: Submission must be recent work and all work must be for sale
Submission Fee: f2.50 per work to a maximum of two pieces per artist. All fees must be paid on submission.
Selection: The selection and hanging of the work is entirely at the discretion of the selection committee.
The submission fees will defray some of the cost of the gallery hire. There are no prizes, but there is also no commission on sales.

Submission of entries: All submissions must be delivered in person and the fees paid.
Collection of rejected works: Fri 2nd Nov, Sat 3rd Nov, Sun 4th Nov. All work must be collected on the specified
dates, any work not collected will be subject to a storage charge of €2 per day.
Steve Phillips
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Editors and Sponsors Column
Coverart Dominica Vaughan

Warwickshire Gollege School of Art and Design

Dominica Vaughan is a Birmingham born
artist who now lives in Leamington Spa. She
originally trained at Coventry University in
Fine Art. 1999 saw the first Leamington Spa
Open at the new Pump Rooms Gallery and
Dominica was a 1st Prize Winner. Dominica
is also the Membership Secretary for LSA.

Warwick New Road Leamington Spa CV32 SJE

Tel:01926 318000 Fax:01926 318111

LSA Website

The LSA website is currently under construction and has registered the name lsaartists.co.uk. We will let readers and members know when the site goes live. Members
will receive notification giving more information about the site and services.

artspace

The arts journal 'artspace' produced by
Leamington Spa Studio Artists has restruc-

tured in light of a proposed funding bid for
better quality printing, expanded print run
and wider access. To expand in this way has

Your local School of Art for all your needs in
education and training in the arts with
full time - part time- short course provision
including Fine Art, Design and Media and
Multimedia Gommunications.
Dave Hirons : Head of Art and Design

resulted in the following responsibilities for
its publication.

Bill

Jackson

- Journal Editor

( 01926 7:724851
Pete McCarthy - Features Editor
( 01788815s4s)
David Phillips - Reviews Editor
( 01e26 3122121
Steve Phillips - Picture Editor
( 01926 774903)

The joumal will concentrate on two major
sections - reviews ( local and regional ) and

For all enquiries for all courses full and part time
Tel 01926 318233

features ( wider issues on the arts ).
lf you wish to contribute to either ( we are

always wanting articles

)

please can you

contact the editors directly. You can always
email material to artspace@dircon.co.uk
Can you also note the new address for 'artspace'.
artspace

aftspace greatly appreciates the support and printing of this issue
by the School of Art and Design

30 Plymouth Place
Leamington Spa

Warwickshire
CV31 lHN
aftspace lssue#l3

Sept 2001
Editor - Bill Jackson
Printed by TW Printing

Contributors - David Phillips,

Pete

McOarthy, Steven Blake, Steve Phillip
Support for this issue greatly received lrom

LSA Committee
Chair - Catherine Bates
Vice Chair - Tim Richards
Membership - Dominica Vaughan
Secretary - Liz Wright

Finance Secretary - David PhilliPs
Committee members also include Steve
Phillips and Bill Jackson

colbaltuk ltd
streaming media solutions
The Malthouse
William Street
Leamington Spa
email: info @ cobaltuk.com
Tel 01926 430181
http ://www.cobaltu kco m

